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Your Spine, Your Yoga is the long-awaited second book of the Your Body, Your Yoga series. Focusing on the axial body, from the
tip of the tailbone to the top of the skull, Your Spine, Your Yoga will explain how your body is unique and how this uniqueness
affects your yoga practice. The latest anatomical understanding of the spine and its biomechanical abilities is described in varying
levels of detail, for the novice to the experienced reader. Applying these principles to a safe and effective yoga practice holds a
few surprises: you may discover that not every pose in yoga is a good idea for you, given the nature of your spine and the way we
have previously been taught to stress it. Stability is more important than mobility for the vast majority of people, although many
yoga classes promote the opposite view. Your Spine, Your Yoga offers alternative perspectives and prescriptions for a yoga
practice that is spine sparing and strength building, based upon your unique biology and biography and your unique intentions
Gerald Graff argues that our schools and colleges make the intellectual life seem more opaque, narrowly specialized, and beyond
normal learning capacities than it is or needs to be. Left clueless in the academic world, many students view the life of the mind as
a secret society for which only an elite few qualify. In a refreshing departure from standard diatribes against academia, Graff
shows how academic unintelligibility is unwittingly reinforced not only by academic jargon and obscure writing, but by the
disconnection of the curriculum and the failure to exploit the many connections between academia and popular culture. Finally,
Graff offers a wealth of practical suggestions for making the culture of ideas and arguments more accessible to students, showing
how students can enter the public debates that permeate their lives.
**BLACK & WHITE VERSION**...As a physical therapist, coach, and certified strength and conditioning specialist, Dr. Aaron
Horschig began to notice the same patterns in athletes over and over. Many of them seemed to pushed themselves as athletes in
the same ways they push themselves out in the real world.Living in a performance-based society, Dr. Horschig saw many athletes
who seemed to not only want to be bigger and stronger but to get there faster. This mentality ultimately led to injuries and
setbacks, preventing athletes from reaching their full potential.Now, after developing unique and easy-to-use techniques on how to
train and move well, Dr. Horschig shares his invaluable insights with readers in The Squat Bible: The Ultimate Guide to Mastering
the Squat and Finding Your True Strength.This detailed plan enables you to unearth the various weak spots within your body--the
areas that leave you in pain and hinder your ability to perform--and completely change your approach to athleticism. Discover new
strength, new power, and astounding potential you never knew you possessed.As the founder of SquatUniversity.com, Dr.
Horschig knows that when you transform the way you work out, you transform your body--and your life.
A groundbreaking strength and conditioning plan for women, from the authors of The New Rules of Lifting for Women. Forget the
elliptical machine and the candy-colored Barbie weights. Female athletes are hungry for real fitness. They want to be Strong. By
now, it’s common knowledge that women can and should train the way men do. Today’s women want to be strong, with lean and
athletic physiques. Fitness author Lou Schuler and renowned strength coach Alwyn Cosgrove present a comprehensive strength
and conditioning plan to help women burn fat and build muscle by getting them off the machines and revolutionizing how they work
out. Offering direct guidance and proven tools to help readers enhance their strength and get truly fit, Strong provides: • A threephase training program, including nine unique total-body workouts • More than 100 exercises, with detailed instructions and stepby-step photographs • Simple nutrition guidelines to cut through the barrage of trendy diets in magazines • Inspiring success
stories from women who have used this training program Schuler and Cosgrove’s The New Rules of Lifting for Women has
empowered tens of thousands of women inside and outside the weight room. Filled with the latest research distilled in Lou and
Alwyn’s signature direct style, Strong will help women remake their physiques and reimagine their lives.
This is a bright new easy-to-follow guide to building great visual assessment skills. Compiled from a Massage & Bodywork article
series, Tom has updated the articles and added illustrations to allow the concepts to be easily understood.The first chapters
outline the method and the way it can be successfully integrated into your practice, including charting and making the client feel
comfortable with it. Each subsequent chapter deals with the Anatomy Trains lines, giving visual assessment and strategy points for
each with diagrams, model photos, and more.
More than 14 percent of the PhD's awarded in the United States during the first four decades of the twentieth century went to
women, a proportion not achieved again until the 1980s. This book is the result of a study in which the authors identified all of the
American women who earned PhD's in mathematics before 1940, and collected extensive biographical and bibliographical
information about each of them. By reconstructing as complete a picture as possible of this group of women, Green and LaDuke
reveal insights into the larger scientific and cultural communities in which they lived and worked. The book contains an extended
introductory essay, as well as biographical entries for each of the 228 women in the study. The authors examine family
backgrounds, education, careers, and other professional activities. They show that there were many more women earning PhD's in
mathematics before 1940 than is commonly thought. Extended biographies and bibliographical information are available from the
companion website for the book: www.ams.org/bookpages/hmath-34. The material will be of interest to researchers, teachers, and
students in mathematics, history of mathematics, history of science, women's studies, and sociology. The data presented about
each of the 228 individual members of the group will support additional study and analysis by scholars in a large number of
disciplines.
Sitting can wreak havoc on your health. Recent studies show that too much sitting contributes to a host of diseases - from obesity
and diabetes to cancer and depression - and literally shortens your life. In Deskbound, Dr Kelly Starrett - author of Becoming a
Supple Leopard (Victory Belt, 2015) - unveils how your sedentary lifestyle is killing you and, more important, what you can do to
change it. Provides creative solutions to reduce the amount of time you spend perched on your backside, as well as strategies for
the workplace that will improve your overall health.
The acclaimed author of Carved in Sand—a veteran investigative journalist who endured persistent back pain for decades—delivers
the definitive book on the subject: an essential examination of all facets of the back pain industry, exploring what works, what
doesn't, what may cause harm, and how to get on the road to recovery. In her effort to manage her chronic back pain, investigative
reporter Cathryn Jakobson Ramin spent years and a small fortune on a panoply of treatments. But her discomfort only intensified,
leaving her feeling frustrated and perplexed. As she searched for better solutions, she exposed a much bigger problem. Costing
roughly $100 billion a year, spine medicine—often ineffective and sometimes harmful —exemplified the worst aspects of the U.S.
health care system. The result of six years of intensive investigation, Crooked offers a startling look at the poorly identified risks of
spine medicine, and provides practical advice and solutions. Ramin interviewed scores of spine surgeons, pain management
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doctors, physical medicine and rehabilitation physicians, exercise physiologists, physical therapists, chiropractors, specialized
bodywork practitioners. She met with many patients whose pain and desperation led them to make life-altering decisions, and with
others who triumphed over their limitations. The result is a brilliant and comprehensive book that is not only important but essential
to millions of back pain sufferers, and all types of health care professionals. Ramin shatters assumptions about surgery,
chiropractic methods, physical therapy, spinal injections and painkillers, and addresses evidence-based rehabilitation
options—showing, in detail, how to avoid therapeutic dead ends, while saving money, time, and considerable anguish. With
Crooked, she reveals what it takes to outwit the back pain industry and get on the road to recovery.
Designed so that each child can have a set of shapes to lay out in front of them and then use to respond to questions in class teaching. Not
suitable for children under 36 months due to small parts.
This second edition of 'Low Back Disorders' provides research information on low back problems and shows readers how to interpret the data
for clinical applications.
A thrilling journey into the minds of African elephants as they struggle to survive. If, as many recent nonfiction bestsellers have revealed,
animals possess emotions and awareness, they must also have stories. In The White Bone, a novel imagined entirely from the perspective of
African elephants, Barbara Gowdy creates a world whole and separate that yet illuminates our own. For years, young Mud and her family
have roamed the high grasses, swamps, and deserts of the sub-Sahara. Now the earth is scorched by drought, and the mutilated bodies of
family and friends lie scattered on the ground, shot down by ivory hunters. Nothing-not the once familiar terrain, or the age-old rhythms of life,
or even memory itself-seems reliable anymore. Yet a slim prophecy of hope is passed on from water hole to water hole: the sacred white
bone of legend will point the elephants toward the Safe Place. And so begins a quest through Africa's vast and perilous plains-until at last the
survivors face a decisive trial of loyalty and courage. In The White Bone, Barbara Gowdy performs a feat of imagination virtually unparalleled
in modern fiction. Plunged into an alien landscape, we orient ourselves in elephant time, elephant space, elephant consciousness and begin
to feel, as Gowdy puts it, "what it would be like to be that big and gentle, to be that imperiled, and to have that prodigious memory."
Radical in its simplicity, Dr. Eric Goodman’s visionary approach to mindful movement corrects the complacent adaptations that lead to back
and joint pain, and teaches us to harness the body’s natural movement patterns into daily activities to make us fit, healthy, and pain free. Our
sedentary lifestyle has led to an epidemic of chronic pain. By adapting to posture and movement that have us out of balance—including sitting
all day at a keyboard, tilting our heads forward to look at our phones—we consistently compromise our joints, give our organs less room to
function, and weaken our muscles. How we hold and live in our bodies is fundamental to our overall health, and the good news is that we all
hold the key to a healthier body. Dr. Goodman has spent years studying human physiology and movement. He has trained world-class
athletes for better performance, and has healed people of all ages and occupations of lifelong debilitating pain. His theory of self-healing is
now available to everyone. His practical program trains the posterior muscle chain—shoulders, back, butt, and legs—shifting the burden of
support away from joints and putting it back where it belongs: into large muscle groups. Filled with helpful diagrams and sixty color
photographs, True to Form shows readers how to successfully integrate these powerful movements into everyday life—from playing with the
kids to washing dishes to long hours in the office—transforming ordinary physical actions into active and mindful movements that help to
eliminate pain, up your game, or simply feel more energetic. True to Form shows you how to move better, breathe better, and get back to
using your body the way nature intended.
Movement is a vivid discovery, a fundamental and explicit teaching in which the return to basics takes on a whole new meaning. In it, author
Gray Cook crosses the lines between rehabilitation, conditioning and fitness, providing a clear model and a common language under which
fitness and rehabilitation professionals can work together.
A radical anthropologist studies the global justice movement.
While speed is often viewed as the defining characteristic of elite athletic performance, there remains plenty of misinformation and confusion
about what speed truly is and how it can be developed. Speed is far more than seconds on a stopwatch—it is the result of multiple anatomical
systems working together in highly coordinated unison, from the cross-body co-contractions of deep myofascial tissues to the pulsing contractand-release cycle of the nervous system. The Anatomy of Speed is a resource like no other. Bill Parisi, the internationally recognized expert
and founder of Parisi Speed School, delves deep into the physiological mechanisms of speed through in-depth interviews with top experts
and researchers in the field. The text provides scientifically proven exercises and drills for developing speed that will help performance
coaches and athletes more effectively maximize development of this precious attribute. Using detailed photo sequences, enhanced with
anatomical overlays, you will understand the different manifestations of speed, the biomotor systems that drive them, and scientifically proven
drills and exercises for developing these abilities: Acceleration Maximum velocity Deceleration Change of direction Agility Maneuverability
Speed-specific strength The Anatomy of Speed converts the science into practical application, allowing you to select the most effective drills
and exercises, and tailor a training program unique to your athlete’s needs. The exercises—which are each designated as basic, moderate, or
advanced—are organized by complexity and speed-related categories. Exercises aimed at improving range of motion and priming the nervous
system set the stage for optimal results. Speed-specific strength exercises use equipment like free weights, medicine balls, and sleds to
target important speed and change-of-direction qualities. A practical programming chapter helps you assemble it all into individualized
training based on sport, position, body type, skill level, movement preference, and training history. Speed comes in many forms. It is a
physical skill that can be developed and improved with targeted training and a solid understanding of mechanics. The Anatomy of Speed
offers equal parts science, art, and practical application to do just that. CE exam available! For certified professionals, a companion
continuing education exam can be completed after reading this book. The Anatomy of Speed Online CE Exam may be purchased separately
or as part of The Anatomy of Speed With CE Exam package that includes both the book and the exam.
Every athlete who spends time in the weight room eventually deals with pain/injury that leaves them frustrated and unable to reach their
highest potential. Every athlete ought to have the ability to take the first steps at addressing these minor injuries. They shouldn’t have to wait
weeks for a doctor’s appointment, only to be prescribed pain medications and told to “take two weeks off lifting” or, even worse, to “stop
lifting so heavy.” Dr. Aaron Horschig knows your pain and frustration. He’s been there. For over a decade, Dr. Horschig has been a
competitive weightlifter, and he understands how discouraging it is to tweak your back three weeks out from a huge weightlifting competition,
to have knee pain limit your ability to squat heavy for weeks, and to suffer from chronic shoulder issues that keep you from reaching your
goals. Rebuilding Milo is the culmination of Dr. Horschig’s life’s work as a sports physical therapist, certified strength and conditioning
specialist, and Olympic weightlifting coach. It contains all of the knowledge he has amassed over the past decade while helping some of the
best athletes in the world. Now he wants to share that knowledge with you. This book, designed by a strength athlete for anyone who spends
time in the weight room, is the solution to your struggles with injury and pain. It walks you through simple tests and screens to uncover the
movement problem at the root of your pain. After discovering the cause of your injury, you’ll be able to create an individualized rehab
program as laid out in this book. Finally, you’ll be on the right path to eliminate your pain and return to the activities you love.

Back MechanicThe Step-by-step McGill Method to Fix Back PainLow Back DisordersEvidence-based Prevention and
RehabilitationHuman Kinetics
10/20/Life Second Edition If you like Starting Strength or 5/3/1, you''re going to LOVE 10/20/Life! What is 10/20/Life?
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10-and-20 weeks at a time, for a lifetime of positive momentum in training and in LIFE. This philosophy is a life-long
approach for any level of lifter or athlete. Many recreational lifters utilize the protocols in this book to have a better plan in
the gym, with no plans to ever compete. On the other hand, many competitive lifters from Beginner to Pro use this
approach with great success! From The Author, Brian Carroll: "With 10/20/Life, my objective is to teach you to get the
results you want by coaching yourself-the same way a superior coach would take you through an individualized program
in a great gym. We start out with a thorough examination of your weak points because that''s how quality coaching works.
The idea is to show you what to program, and when, based on your weaknesses in the squat, bench press, and deadlift.
This sounds simple, but it''s something most people don''t even consider, much less put into practice. From there, the
10/20/Life system takes you through the best injury-preventative warm-up in the industry, followed by a comprehensive
layout of coaching cues for each individual lift. From start to finish, you''ll learn what to look for and what to do, and you''ll
learn the reasoning behind all of it. By the time you''re finished working your way through these materials, you''ll be able
to coach yourself, and others, like a pro." Learn to be your own coach, attack your weaknesses and utilize a proven
philosophy that is a guide to permanent success. This book includes a comprehensive WEAK POINT CHART and
WARM-UP INDEX that teach you how to assess your own training and PRESCRIBE THE EXERCISES YOU NEED. 20
YEARS OF RESEARCH AND TRIALS distilled into a program you can actually use! The plan is an easy five-step
process: 1. Choose your schedule. (3 different) 2. Determine your weak points in the main lifts. (use the coaching guide
to correct form) 3. Use the Weak Point and Assistance Exercise indexes to custom design your own program. (pick your
assistance work as specified in the Weak Point index) 4. Follow the warm-up protocol listed. (4 parts, super easy and
custom) 5. Determine your level of readiness, then train according to the system''s RPE plan for that day or if you''re in
precontest, you go off of percentages. (this all depends on where you are in your phase of training) Just a few of the
sizable additions to this "second edition" physical copy: * New chapter "Deload" * New chapter "Establishing a baseline" *
New chapter "Speed work" Other updated features include: * A reintroduction of the 10/20/Life philosophy and update
with AMAZING testimonials - male and female, raw and equipped. * The 5 main principles of 10/20/Life * How do you
gain a mental edge? Tips to do so * What 10/20/Life is NOT - putting to rest speculation * RPE - a different approach *
Nutrition - a closer look with detail * Coaching cues updated and expanded * Weak point index updated and expanded *
Combo day updated and modified * Step-by-step set-up and the pro''s and con''s of a "wide base bench" vs the
"traditional tucked" approach * New offseason training split "Jumbo Day" for those with little to no time to train or those
who can''t recover between sessions with a typical split or even the "combo day" * All new pictures and charts throughout
the entire book * Percentages for pre-contest modified and addressed with suggestions * Many new exercise and section
"breakouts" for explanations of movement, an important note, or simply a summary of the section * FAQ section with 15
of the most commonly asked questions. And so much more!
Library Services in Theory and Context provides a theoretical framework for considering the nature of library services.
This book is organized into four parts encompassing 16 chapters that focus on the management of library services. The
first part presents some basic problems in librarianship, along with the scope and probable nature of appropriate theory.
The second part considers the five key aspects and use of library services, including inquiries, retrieval, the process of
becoming informed, the demand for library services, and the allocation of resources to and within library services. The
third part deals with the connection and extensions of library services, specifically the problem of achieving internal
consistency and the generalizability of conceptual framework to information services. The fourth part reconsiders some of
the basic conceptual problems in library services. This book will be of great value to school administrators and librarians.
Take steps to keep your back healthy and pain-free with down to earth advice from one of Australia's most high profile
physiotherapists. This completely revised and updated edition, written for sufferers and practitioners alike, provides all
the information you need to play an active part in your own treatment.
Since the 1980's, Robin McKenzie's techniques have become widely accepted and are now taught in many physical
therapy schools. This book was originally published in 1983 and is now in its 3rd edition. Topics include causes of neck
pain, posture, exercises, prevention and a "Panic Page". This easy to follow, illustrated manual helps people manage
their own neck pain.
Too many Americans die each year as a result of preventable medical error—mistakes, complications, and misdiagnoses.
And many more of us are not receiving the best care possible, even though it’s readily available and we’re entitled to it.
The key is knowing how to access it. The Patient’s Playbook is a call to action. It will change the way you manage your
health and the health of your family, and it will show you how to choose the right doctor, coordinate the best care, and get
to the No-Mistake Zone in medical decision making. Leslie D. Michelson has devoted his life’s work to helping people
achieve superior medical outcomes at every stage of their lives. Michelson presents real-life stories that impart lessons
and illuminate his easy-to-follow strategies for navigating complex situations and cases. The Patient’s Playbook is an
essential guide to the most effective techniques for getting the best from a broken system: sourcing excellent physicians,
selecting the right treatment protocols, researching with precision, and structuring the ideal support team. Along the way
you will learn: Why having the right primary care physician will change your life Three things you can do right now to be
better prepared when illness strikes The ten must-ask questions at the end of a hospital stay How to protect yourself from
unnecessary and dangerous treatments Ways to avoid the four most common mistakes in the first twenty-four hours of a
medical emergency This book will enable you to become a smarter health care consumer—and to replace anxiety with
confidence.
With a fresh approach to a common problem, this self-help guide to overcoming back pain advocates adopting the
natural, healthy posture of athletes, young children, and people from traditional societies the world over. Arguing that
most of what our culture has taught us about posture is misguided—even unhealthy—and exploring the current epidemic of
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back pain, many of the commonly cited reasons for the degeneration of spinal discs and the stress on muscles that leads
to back pain are examined and debunked. The historical and anthropological roots of poor posture in Western cultures
are studied as is the absence of back pain complaints in the cultures of Africa, Asia, South America, and rural Europe.
Eight detailed chapters provide illustrated step-by-step instructions for making simple, powerful changes to seated,
standing, and sleeping positions. No special equipment or exercise is required, and effects are often immediate.
Dr. John E. Sarno's groundbreaking research on TMS (Tension Myoneural Syndrome) reveals how stress and other
psychological factors can cause back pain-and how you can be pain free without drugs, exercise, or surgery. Dr. Sarno's
program has helped thousands of patients find relief from chronic back conditions. In this New York Times bestseller, Dr.
Sarno teaches you how to identify stress and other psychological factors that cause back pain and demonstrates how to
heal yourself--without drugs, surgery or exercise. Find out: Why self-motivated and successful people are prone to
Tension Myoneural Syndrome (TMS) How anxiety and repressed anger trigger muscle spasms How people condition
themselves to accept back pain as inevitable With case histories and the results of in-depth mind-body research, Dr.
Sarno reveals how you can recognize the emotional roots of your TMS and sever the connections between mental and
physical pain...and start recovering from back pain today.
Starting today, you don't have to live in pain. “This book is extraordinary, and I am thrilled to recommend it to anyone
who’s interested in dramatically increasing the quality of their physical health.”—Tony Robbins That is the revolutionary
message of this breakthrough system for eliminating chronic pain without drugs, surgery, or expensive physical therapy.
Developed by Pete Egoscue, a nationally renowned physiologist and sports injury consultant to some of today’s top
athletes, the Egoscue Method has an astounding 95 percent success rate. The key is a series of gentle exercises and
carefully constructed stretches called E-cises. Inside you’ll find detailed photographs and step-by-step instructions for
dozens of e-cizes specifically designed to provide quick and lasting relief of: • Lower back pain, hip problems, sciatica,
and bad knees • Carpal tunnel syndrome and even some forms of arthritis • Migraines and other headaches, stiff neck,
fatigue, sinus problems, vertigo, and TMJ • Shin splints, varicose veins, sprained or weak ankles, and many foot ailments
• Bursitis, tendinitis, and rotator cuff problems Plus special preventive programs for maintaining health through the entire
body. With this book in hand, you’re on your way to regaining the greatest gift of all: a pain-free body!
Today’s busy world provides too much stress and not enough time for exercise. Instead of walking, running, and doing
physical chores, we sit for hours at a desk, use machines to do work for us, and drive a car for even the shortest trips. As
a result, more than sixty-five million Americans experience back pain, neck stiffness, and tension headaches. Dr. Kraus
explains the causes of back pain and tells you what you can do to prevent and alleviate it. He presents six simple tests to
determine whether you have the strength to carry your own body weight and the flexibility to match your height.
According to Dr. Kraus, if you fail any one of these tests, you are underexercised or overtensed, and the odds are high
that if you don’t already suffer from back pain, you will in the future. Dr. Kraus provides various approaches to back and
tension problems, the primary focus being a series of carefully planned exercises to strengthen the whole body and to
correct specific physical deficiencies. Featuring a foreword by Robert H. Boyle, Backache, Stress, and Tension is an
essential handbook for everyone in today’s overworked, overstressed world.
Built from Broken is a complete, research-backed corrective exercise guide to healing painful joints and building a
resilient body. Most middle-aged fitness enthusiasts and athletes have been dragged down by joint pain, injuries, and all
the other ailments that are commonly accepted as "part of getting older." This book systematically dissects the common
causes of joint pain, explaining the latest science of tendinopathy and pain management, and provides a complete road
map for conquering joint pain, improving movement and posture, and building a strong, functional body that stands the
test of time.
Updated in its 8th edition, Introducing Public Administration provides readers with a solid, conceptual foundation in public
administration, and contains the latest information on important trends in the discipline.Known for their lively and witty
writing style, Shafritz, Russell, and Borick cover the most important issues in public administration using examples from
various disciplines and modern culture. This approach captivates readers and encourages them to think critically about
the nature of public administration today.
In every major city in the world there is a housing crisis. How did this happen and what can we do about it? Everyone
needs and deserves housing. But today our homes are being transformed into commodities, making the inequalities of
the city ever more acute. Profit has become more important than social need. The poor are forced to pay more for worse
housing. Communities are faced with the violence of displacement and gentrification. And the benefits of decent housing
are only available for those who can afford it. In Defense of Housing is the definitive statement on this crisis from leading
urban planner Peter Marcuse and sociologist David Madden. They look at the causes and consequences of the housing
problem and detail the need for progressive alternatives. The housing crisis cannot be solved by minor policy shifts, they
argue. Rather, the housing crisis has deep political and economic roots—and therefore requires a radical response.
A previous AJN Book-of-the-Year Award winner, Burns & Grove’s The Practice of Nursing Research: Appraisal,
Synthesis, and Generation of Evidence, 9th Edition is the trusted resource for those wanting to master the research
methods that are foundational to evidence-based practice. This highly respected textbook covers how to appraise and
apply existing research evidence, as well as how to participate in research and quality improvement projects. This new
9th edition has been extensively updated to reflect today’s focus on online research in the digital era and includes clear,
step-by-step guidelines for all major quantitative and qualitative research approaches — including supporting examples
from the latest high-quality literature. There’s also new content on translational research, coverage of the most current
research tools and techniques, and an increased use of illustrations, tables, and other visuals to help engage visually
oriented readers of all levels. Coverage of quantitative, qualitative, and other research methodologies provides a solid
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foundation to conduct, appraise, and apply research evidence to the realities of today's clinical practice. Balanced
coverage of qualitative and quantitative methods addresses the qualitative research methodologies that are often the
starting point of research projects, particularly in magnet hospitals and DNP programs. Clear, comprehensive coverage is
organized into five units that include: an introduction to nursing research; coverage of the research process; application
for evidence-based health care; how to analyze data, determine outcomes, and disseminate research; and how to
propose and seek funding for research. Strong emphasis on evidence-based practice addresses this key graduate-level
QSEN competency and reinforces how to generate research evidence and appraise and synthesize existing research for
application to clinical practice. Rich examples from nursing literature bring research principles to life. Emphasis on the
most currently used research methodologies focuses on the methods used in both quantitative research and qualitative
research, as well as outcomes research and mixed-methods research. Coverage of digital data collection examines the
use of online research tools. Quick-reference summaries include a table of research methods inside the front cover and a
list of types of research syntheses (with definitions) inside the back cover. Helpful user resources are included with each
new text purchase on the companion Evolve website and feature 400 interactive review questions along with a library of
10 full-text research articles.
The foremost authorities from chiropractics, orthopaedics and physical therapy present a practical overview of spinal
rehabilitation. This clinical resource presents the most current and significant spinal rehab information, showing how to
apply simple and inexpensive rehabilitation in the office. The updated Second Edition includes clinical/regional protocols
and chapters on diagnostic triage, acute care, functional assessment, recovery care, outcomes, and biopsychosocial
aspects. A bonus DVD offers demonstrations of key therapies and procedures.
This book is a practical guide to global anti-tax evasion frameworks. Coverage includes base erosion and profit shifting
(BEPS), the Common Reporting Standard (CRS), and the Automatic Exchange of Information (AEoI). It covers the
practical operational issues these frameworks present and offers insight into practical compliance options and operational
methodologies to reduce costs and risks. The book concludes with insights into how institutions can translate these
complex obligations into effective client communications.
Performance. Whether you're a weekend pleasure rider, a recreational hobbyist, or a competitive racer, we all want to get
more out of our riding.But for all the fitness books out there, there are very few that are helpful to an athlete's needs. The
Vortex Method takes it to the next level. Designed around the specific needs, challenges, and desires of the cyclist, The
Vortex Method is designed by a cycling coach with over 15 years experience in strength training for our unique sport, to
help cyclists of all levels and abilities.The Vortex Method gives you the most powerful tools available for a lifetime of
cycling enjoyment. But best of all, it'll give you the one thing all serious cyclists are looking for: Performance.In his
groundbreaking first book, Brodie gives athletes deep insight into how to put together an intelligently designed strength
training program to keep away those aches and pains that have often been associated with more hours in the saddle,
while unlocking new best performances. Brodie shows athletes how to build an expertly crafted strength training program
to increase their performance on the bike, and improve how they feel throughout their daily lives off the bike.The Vortex
Method offers athletes a system to build a strength training program for improved PERFORMANCE, not just adding
weight to the bar: - How breathing & posture have massive impacts on your abilities to recover and perform- How to
easily address functional issues within your program- How to build a program that progresses throughout the entire year
to boost your performance- Learn how to avoid back pain & it's common causes in cyclists- Special considerations for
women: Why, when, & how your training approaches MUST change through out your menstrual cycle- Over 45 exercises
to help you take your training to the next level- Full-year sample training programsand much, much more!In The Vortex
Method, Menachem Brodie opens your eyes to how much more than simply "picking things up, and putting them down"
strength training for cycling performance really is, and that how you set up, perform, and program your exercises is what
matters most.
Written by a leading mental skills coach and contributing editor to Runner's World (US), this is a practical guide to
building the psychological resilience that athletes need to recover from injury and rebound stronger. Injuries affect every
athlete, from the elite Olympian to the weekend racer. In the moment, a traumatic crash, a torn muscle, or a stress
fracture can feel like the most devastating event possible. While some athletes are destroyed by the experience, others
emerge from their recovery better, stronger, and more confident than ever. The key to a swifter, stronger comeback is the
use of mental skills: psychological tools that enable an athlete to take control of their recovery and ultimately use the
experience to their advantage. Injury and other setbacks are inevitable – but with training, overcoming them skillfully and
confidently is possible. This book will provide a clear, compelling explanation of psychological recovery from injury and a
practical guide to building mental resilience. Weaving together personal narratives from star athletes, scientific research,
and the specialized clinical expertise of mental skills coach Carrie Jackson Cheadle, it will contain more than 45 Mental
Skills and Drills that athletes can use at every phase of their recovery process. These same strategies can help athletes
who aren't currently injured reduce their vulnerability to injury, and enable any individual to reach new heights within their
sport and beyond.
Private investigator Boone Daniels places his acceptance by the surfing community at risk when he agrees to defend a
young man accused of murdering a beloved surfer and local legend.
Introducing the fitness program designed by a physical therapist exclusively for women — proven to increase strength,
tone muscles and reduce aches and pains in just 15 minutes a day! Few women realize that most popular fitness
regimens are designed for men. Yet women have their own unique fitness needs — and using a program developed with
men’s bodies in mind is not only ineffective, but can actually result in injury. Renowned physical therapist Peggy Brill has
devoted her life to developing an exercise program specifically for women. Based on her understanding of movement
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dynamics and body structure, these exercises focus on developing and balancing the muscles in the anatomical center of
the body — the core — which includes the back, hip and abdominal muscles. Peggy’s remarkable head-to-toe workout
targets the “hot spot” areas — neck, back, pelvis, hips, knees — that cause problems for even the healthiest women. In
just 15 minutes a day, The Core Program’s easy-to-learn exercises will help women: • Strengthen their bodies to
achieve balance and alignment • Eliminate everyday aches and pains • Prevent bone loss • Protect against
osteoarthritis • Improve sleep, digestion and circulation • Enjoy better sex • Feel energized all day long • Overcome the
effects of aging With inspirational case histories, detailed photographs illustrating each exercise and self-tests for rating
balance, flexibility and strength, The Core Program is an owner’s manual for the naturally strong, healthy body every
woman should have.
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